
Winter Croquet Ladders 
 

14 Point Handicap and Advanced Ladder 
● Matches to be arranged with any member of the club with repeat games also 

allowed.  
● The competition will commence on Saturday 03 October and finish on 

Friday 26 March. 
● The results to go on handicap cards and to be notified to Alan Mayne via 

email or text for compilation of the Ladder. 
● A minimum of 15 games are required to win the ladder. 
● Matches 2 hour time limit until 25 October and then 90 minutes until the 

end of the season. 
● Matches to be played from a base of 16.  If either player, or both, has a full 

handicap of less than 16 merely subtract the full handicaps, then convert the 
difference  (using the conversion table displayed in the huts and on the 
clubhouse window).  Eg 8 plays 14 - highest handicap player gets 3 bisques. 
If both players are higher than 16 subtract 16 from their handicap then convert 
the differences from the table - eg 20 plays 24 bisques are 2 and 4.5.  

● As the lawns are three-quarter size a further reduction in the number of 
bisques is required, after the above, using the additional sheet.  Eg 8 plays 
14 the 3 bisques becomes 2.5.  If 20 plays 24 - bisques become 2 and 4. 

 
18 point Handicap and Advanced Ladder 

● Matches to be arranged with any club member  with repeat games also 
allowed.  

● The competition will commence on Saturday 03 October and finish on Friday 
26 March.   

● The results to go on handicap cards and to be notified to Alan Mayne via 
email or text for compilation of the Ladder. 

● A minimum of 15 games are required to win the ladder. 
● Matches 2 hour time limit until 25 October then 90 minutes until the end of 

the season. 
● Matches to be played from a base of 10.  If either player, or both, has a full 

handicap of less than 10 merely subtract the full handicaps, then convert the 
difference  (using the conversion table displayed in the huts and on the 
clubhouse window).  Eg 8 plays 2 - highest handicap player gets 4 bisques.  If 
both players are higher than 10 subtract 10 from their handicap then convert 
the differences from the table - eg 16 plays 12 bisques are 4 and 1.5.  

● As the lawns are three-quarter size a further reduction in the number of 
bisques is required, after the above using the additional sheet.  Eg 8 plays 2 
the 4 bisques becomes 3.5.  Or 16 plays 12 - bisques are 3.5 and 1.5. 



 
One Ball Handicap and Advanced Ladder 

 
● Matches to be arranged with any club member with repeat games 

allowed. 
● The competition will commence on Saturday 03 October and 

finish on Friday 26 March. 
● A minimum of 20 games are required to win the ladder. 
● Matches are 45 minutes in duration allowing members to play 2 

games, if they wish, in the 90 minute slot . 
● Handicap games will be the difference in their ONE BALL 

HANDICAPS DIVIDED BY 3 and all fractions rounded down to the 
whole number.  Eg if 4 plays 18 the difference is 14 divided by 3 is 
4 ⅔ which rounds down to 4. 

● If two 24s are playing each other they both receive 4 bisques. 
 
MEMBER’S ASSOCIATION HANDICAP AND ONE BALL HANDICAP IS 
DISPLAYED ON THE SHEET BY THE CLUBHOUSE DOOR. 
 
 
 


